Processing of items from the J3 letter ballot

1. Introduction
This paper contains recommendations from an interpretation subgroup for processing by WG5 of the items that passed the recent J3 letter ballot (N1439).

2. Uncontroversial Items
The following items passed the J3 letter ballot nem con. Subgroup examined these and recommended that they be approved by WG5.

Interps 94, F90/190, F90/191, F90/204, F90/205.

3 Another item
Interpretation F90/196 also passed the letter, but with a negative vote and a negative comment. Paper N1439 contains the ballot results together with a response from J3/INTERP detailing their reasons for passing F90/196 as it stands.

After examining these comments and the response, this subgroup finds itself in agreement with J3/INTERP and recommends that WG5 also approve the interpretation.

Should this not find favour with WG5, subgroup suggests a compromise edit of adding "(unless they are both generic)" after "name" [276:10].